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The Kahler moduli are denoted by                     a1, a2, a3 .

The Observable Sector Bundle:

It can be shown to be
slope-stable and, hence, satisfy the HYM equations in the region of Kahler
moduli space given by

Figure 1:



This SU(4) bundle breaks

U(1)B�L

Low Energy Spectrum:
The particle spectrum of the B-L MSSM is EXACTLY that of the MSSM-

The Hidden Sector Bundle:
Generically, the hidden sector bundle can have the form of a Whitney sum



However, in this talk, we will simply choose this bundle 

A

to be defined by 



Five-Branes:

In this paper, we consider

Having expressed the constituents of the observable, hidden and orbifold
sectors of the B-L MSSM vacuum, we now must solve all vacuum,
dimensional reduction and physical constraints on the theory.



The Vacuum Constraints:

1) The SU(4) Slope Stability Constraint
The Kahler moduli must satisfy

2) The Anomaly Cancellation Constraint

3) Positive Unified Gauge Coupling Constraint

g2
2 > 0 �

g2
1 > 0 �



Solution to the Vacuum Constraints:

The solution to the SU(4) slope stability constraint 1) was given above.
However, the anomaly conditions 2) and 3) require one to choose the line bundle  

and to compute its embedding coefficient .
In this talk, as a simple example, we will choose

There are many possible embeddings of L into E8 .

Here, for specificity, we choose the following. Recall 



It follows from the above expression that the embedding coefficient is

Clearly, the low energy gauge group is given by

We find that all three Vacuum Constraints are solved within the region of
Kahler moduli space given by

Figure 2:



The Dimensional Reduction Constraint:
The fifth-dimensional length must be larger than the CY length.  This implies 

where V =
1
6
dijkaiajak .

The Physical Constraint:
In the “simultaneous” Wilson line scenario, the “unified” SO(10) gauge 
coupling parameter gu in the observable sector should satisfy the constraint

,

Solving all Vacuum, Dimensional Reduction and Physical constraints 
simultaneously has the solution space

Figure 5:

Figure 3:

.



Having solved all fundamental constraints required in the B-L MSSM, 
we must now discuss the slope stability and N=1 supersymmetry of the 
hidden sector of the vacuum.

We find that will be polystable if and only if the Kahler moduli satisfy

That is

Figure 4:

Intersecting the region of Figure 3 satisfying all required constraints and  
the region of Figure 4 required for slope-stability gives



of Figure 3 4.
Figure 5: 

The “magenta” region solves all required vacuum, dimensional and physical 
 constraints with the hidden sector rank 2 bundle satisfying the Hermitian 

Yang-Mills equations and being N=1 supersymmetric!



Having found a hidden sector vector bundle satisfying all mathematical 
and physical requirements we can now compute its low energy spectrum.

Low Energy Spectrum:

Using the Euler Characteristic we find that

and, hence, that the
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N=1 SUSY Breaking via Gaugino Condensation:

We
section, breaking

Gaugino Condensation:

where for any line bundle L embedded as above



Note that

ai, i = 1, 2, 3 and

where is the strong coupling parameter � �2/3
11 . As above .

The beta function coefficient bL depends explicitly on the low energy spectrum of the hidden

sector bundle L.

The Condensation Scale:

When condensation can, in principle, occur.

the above that



Note that the condensate superpotential above can now be expressed as

Our Specific Example:
In this case and

where and



For the low energy spectrum given above, we find that

(> 0)

Plotting over the the viable “magenta’’ region of Kahler moduli space 
gives

Figure 8:


